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Mission

The mission of the SSRE SAG is to work 
with AZA and its members to promote 
and support social science-based 
research and evaluation in advancing 
understanding of zoo and aquarium 
audiences and developing strategies to 
meet organizational and field-wide 
impacts.



Today’s Webinar

AZA SSRA Focus Question: How do zoos and aquariums change their 
cultures away from working as an island toward seeking partners and 
collaborators toward social change?

Three presentations:
• Lincoln Park Zoo – community collaboration
• AZA SAFE PACT – collaboration between AZA institutions
• MOMSI – collaboration between non-AZA institutions

Q&A after each presentation (please put questions in the chat)

Breakout discussions (though you are welcome to stay in the main room)



Douglass 18: Evaluation collaboration on par 
with a co-created community mini golf course 

Erin Shoffstall, Kathy Kiser, Stephanie Bohr
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Lincoln Park Zoo's Vision

Inspire communities to create environments 
where wildlife will thrive in our urbanizing world
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Our Community Engagement Process

Program Evaluation

Process and Partnership Evaluation
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Douglass18
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Birding 101: Appreciate, identify, and observe local bird species
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A Design Story: Barn Swallow (Hole 5) by Tiffany Tam

Initial research and 
sketch design 
elements include 3 
buildings to represent 
nesting behavior and 
a life-size barn 
swallow to aid 
identification. The 
proposed turf is blue, 
cream, and rust to 
represent the bird’s 
plumage.
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Professionalized 2D schematic drawing of the barn 
swallow hole, courtesy of site design group, ltd. 

A Design Story: Barn Swallow (Hole 5) by Tiffany Tam

3D reference image for fabrication by landscape 
structures and NuToys. Original, central design 
elements apparent in blue turf, three buildings, and 
triangles to represent the face of the barn swallow.
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A Design Story: Barn Swallow (Hole 5) by Tiffany Tam

A mini-golfer makes a putt on Hole 5An aerial view of the completed barn swallow hole
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Participatory Evaluation

Work with program stakeholders to plan and implement the evaluation
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Participatory Evaluation

• Decided to evaluate the participant and partner experience

• Methods
• Interviews
• Flip Grid videos
• Staff reflection survey

Evaluation Planning 
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Participatory Evaluation

Community members served as data collectors
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Evaluation Findings: The Narrative Story

PartnersTeen participants
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A Collaboration, a Community, and Two Perspectives

Key finding: Deepened relationship with birds and nature

Teens

Taking Time to Appreciate Details and Connect

• Gained a greater appreciation and awareness for 
birds

• Paying more attention to details

• A shift of perspective (e.g., “scared” to 
“interesting”)

• Developing an interest in bird watching

• Identifying birds and recalling facts

• Indicated their willingness/desire to help protect birds

• Developed a greater general awareness, appreciation 
for nature

“…I didn't think much of birds and until now 
they were just like these things flying over 

me but now that I did this project, I definitely 
look at birds more like when I see a bird 

outside, I pay attention to them, I'm like "I 
like that little bird…it's a lovely bird."
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A Collaboration, a Community, and Two Perspectives

• Developed a deeper understanding of 
partner’s missions, roles, and what they 
represent

• Through seeing partners in other 
contexts throughout the community and 
face-to-face interactions due to the style 
of engagement of the Douglass 18 
project

• Developed relationships with other power 
brokers, leading to other partnerships

• Became more connected with wildlife in the 
city (especially birds)

Key Finding: Deepened relationships among community partners (and with birds)

Partners

Taking Time to Appreciate Details and Connect

“…there’s a deeper understanding of what 
our capacities and skillsets are…and there’s 
a lot of really different realms of knowledge 
in the room when we meet”

-interviewed community partner
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A Collaboration, a Community, and Two Perspectives

Key Finding: Deepened understanding of working within a team environment

Teens reflected on the strengths of teamwork:

Stronger Together than Alone

• Stronger communication skills

• Working with a diversity of ideas or perspectives 
and bringing those ideas together for a common 
goal

• Knowing when to “step up” versus “step down”

• Becoming comfortable working with new people

• Getting that extra “push” or motivation to keep 
going, progressing forward

• Having a space to ask questions and get 
support

The instructors played an active role in 
helping students learn about teamwork and 

as a result, the students made great strides in 
working together.
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A Collaboration, a Community, and Two Perspectives

Key finding: Deepened understanding of working within a team environment
Stronger Together than Alone

Bringing everyone’s ideas 
together =

a stronger, better outcome 
for the community

“I learned that…if you actually 
like work together to get the job 
done, things will be easier and if 
you focus, you can like think of 
better ideas to put into the 
community.” 
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A Collaboration, a Community, and Two Perspectives

• Greater understanding of how government agencies work

• Greater awareness of how partner organizations work 
and how these organizations function together

• New perspective on collaboration:

• Patience, learning your own biases

• Letting others take on roles

• Constant negotiation and partnership building

• New perspective on what is possible with community 
programs

• Inspired by the possibilities of such investment in 
youth

Key Finding: A greater understanding of the collaborative process in a community 
engagement project of “this scope”

Partners gained:

Stronger Together than Alone

-interviewed community partner

“…you have to kind of reorient and readjust 
and…develop a different kind of value system 
that’s often at odds with the larger institutional 

structures we’re working within as well 
as…expectations of what it means to be 

successful” 
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A Collaboration, a Community, and Two Perspectives

Key Finding: Teens feel their work will have a significant, positive impact on North Lawndale.

Impacts the teens described included:

Making a Lasting, Positive Impact on Community

• Making the community look better

• Keeping teens safe

• Providing a space for the community to connect 
with and learn about birds

• Becoming a model example for the community

• Changing the narrative/perspective of “typical” 
teens

• Creating a positive image of North Lawndale for 
others (within and outside of the community)

• Bringing the community as a whole “together”

“I feel like it will bring a lot more people together 
and North Lawndale is already so divided with 

people…”
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A Collaboration, a Community, and Two Perspectives

Key Finding: Partners feel the Douglass 18 project will have lasting effects in North 
Lawndale.

Partners reflected on the teens’ contributions 
and the partners’ contributions to the 

community.

Making a Lasting, Positive Impact on Community

“…[the teens] are able to show what's 
possible…they're able to kind of take that back to 
their peers, back to their friends and start talking 

about kind of entrepreneurship. They're also able to 
kind of envision what could be possible…they were 

involved in the construction of a public amenity 
something that most adults [aren’t] able to do, but 
also able to again take back to their peers…[they] 

were able to be truly kind of ingrained in the design 
of…a miniature golf course, but probably really 

much more than that… like an amenity in 
North Lawndale.”

-interviewed community partner
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A Collaboration, a Community, and Two Perspectives

Key Finding: Partners feel the Douglass 18 project will have lasting effects in North 
Lawndale.

Partners reflected on the teens’ contributions 
and the partners’ contributions to the 

community.

Making a Lasting, Positive Impact on Community

-interviewed community partner

Showing other youth in the community ‘what is 
possible’
Being from the community, representing the 
community through their work and visions
A high and long-lasting investment in the 
community
Developing a high level of trust between 
stakeholders and within the community
Developing multiple types of capital (fiscal, 
educational, social, etc.)
Bringing existing relationships to the partnership
Being a ‘consistent presence’ throughout the 
community

These contributions included:
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A Collaboration, a Community, and Two Perspectives

• Despite Lincoln Park Zoo holding more of the 
financial responsibility, partners indicated there 
was never a power dynamic felt over the 
community.

• While some unexpected events occurred, 
partners felt Lincoln Park Zoo’s flexibility was 
instrumental to responding to program or design 
changes with minimal conflict.

• Partners increased their awareness of Lincoln 
Park Zoo’s community engagement efforts 
(including a greater awareness of programming, 
partners, and scope of community work 
throughout Chicago). Importantly, all partners spoke to the sustainability of 

the Douglass 18 project and the long-term commitment 
Lincoln Park Zoo has to community engagement. 

Lincoln Park Zoo and its Community Engagement Process
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“…for these students to work on a project together and to have like a 
success…it's definitely unique[…] being able to say I created this 

placemaking project that people are using…they'll be playing golf this time 
next year and it's based on your design, based on what you learned, it's just 

phenomenal.” -Interviewed community partner
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BREAKOUT QUESTIONS
• Think of one partnership program at your organization. What is 

one part of the program evaluation process where you could 
further involve those partners? 

• When working with partners, have you ever wondered how it’s 
going from their perspective?
• How might you initiate partner evaluation in addition to 

evaluation of participants? 
• If you are already engaged in partner evaluation, what 

challenges and lessons learned have you experienced?



SAFE PACT 
PILOT 
PROGRAM
Nicolette Canzoneri, Envark Innovators/Ecoleaders, 
Emily Bowling, Orangutan SAFE

Michelle Kolar, Asian Hornbill SAFE

AZA SSRE SAG Webinar 



WHAT IS 
SAFE PACT?
Saving Animals From Extinction
People Advancing Conservation Together
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PACT Purpose: "to spotlight the intentional commitment to integrate 
people into SAFE, connect and amplify existing efforts, and 
ultimately do more of this work with stronger conservation 

outcomes."

Pilot Purpose: incorporate social scientists into conservation 
program design through a collaborative process across multiple 
SAFE species programs.

AZA SSRE SAG Webinar 



Audience Selection &
Audience Research

5
Zoos

Penetration SurveysRound 
1
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AUDIENCE RESEARCH

Barrier/Benefit Surveys
Round 

2

AZA SSRE SAG Webinar 



SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH ALIGNMENT
Key Research Question #2

What is the role of zoos and 
aquariums in communities, 
including in the context of 
striving for environmental and 
social justice?
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COLLABORATORS
Social Scientists
• Ecoleaders, Robin Keith
• Envark Innovators/Ecoleaders, Nicolette Canzoneri 

Orangutan SAFE
• Disney Animal Kingdom, Corey Romberg
• Henry Vilas Zoo, Courtney Cordova
• St. Louis Zoo, Emily Bowling

Asian Hornbill SAFE
• North Carolina Zoo, Roger Sweeney
• Zoo Atlanta, Michelle Kolar

AZA SSRE SAG Webinar 



• Time and flexibility

• Account for all organizations specific 
policies and processes.

• Impact of our choice, based on barrier 
benefit research. 

LESSONS LEARNED: 
ACROSS ORGANIZATIONS

AZA SSRE SAG Webinar 



• How the behavior we targeted was 
impacted by location of species.

• Maximize impact by looking at the 
overlap between two programs.

LESSONS LEARNED: 
ACROSS SAFE PROGRAMS

AZA SSRE SAG Webinar 
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NEXT STEPS

Develop strategies 
across zoos

AZA SSRE SAG Webinar 
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BREAKOUT 
GROUPS

• What other collaborations 
across SAFEs or other 
AZA programs would be 
beneficial?

• Removing all barriers –
• What would excite you 

about collaboration?
• What would it look like?

AZA SSRE SAG Webinar 



MEASUREMENT OF MUSEUM 
SOCIAL IMPACT

Collaborations for Strategic Change



Building on Utah-based 
pilot studies, MOMSI is 
scaling up and testing 
the social impact tool
at a national level.

MEASUREMENT OF MUSEUM SOCIAL IMPACT (MOMSI)



SOCIAL IMPACT DEFINITION

The effect of an activity on the social fabric of a community and the 
wellbeing of the individuals and families who live there.

Continued Learning & 
Engagement

Health &
Wellbeing

Valuing Diverse 
Communities

Strengthened
Relationships



CONTINUED LEARNING & ENGAGEMENT
● I wonder about how things work.
● I incorporate recently learned information into my day-to-day life.

INCREASED HEALTH & WELLBEING
● I am able to bounce back from adversity.
● I am open to new ideas.

STRENGTHENED RELATIONSHIPS
● I make it a point to spend time with my friends and/or family. 
● I build strong and supportive relationships with a variety of people.

VALUING DIVERSE COMMUNITIES

● I learn new things from people who are different from me.
● I understand how cultures are similar and different.



CONNECTION TO AZA SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH AGENDA

Communities Intellectual Well-being
Impact

Social Change
Physical Well-being

Diversity



What is the role of zoos and aquariums in communities, including in the context 
of striving for environmental and social justice?

● What is the role of zoos and aquariums in society and communities?
● What is the social good zoos and aquariums can bring to the 

communities they are situated in?
● What do communities expect from zoos and aquariums?
● How can zoos and aquariums optimize collectively within our 

communities to further our impact?



What is the role of zoos and aquariums in contributing to social 
change toward conservation?

● How do zoos and aquariums define the change they are seeking – what 
is the impact?

● What are the actual measurable outcomes zoos and aquariums seek?
● What role do/can zoos and aquariums play beyond a visitor 

experience?







COLLABORATIONS

Utah Division 
of Arts & 
Museums

Thanksgiving 
Point Institute

MOMSI 
Project Team

Host 
Museums

Coordinated 
Efforts 

Between Host 
Museums



COLLABORATIONS: LESSONS LEARNED

Utah Division 
of Arts & 
Museums

Thanksgiving 
Point Institute

● Regular conversations and check-ins

● Ownership of roles; knowing areas of 
expertise in the room



COLLABORATIONS: LESSONS LEARNED

MOMSI 
Project Team

Host 
Museums

● Host informational sessions

● Be as specific as possible at every step

● Have a dedicated person to answer 
questions, receive/respond to emails

● Regular communication 



COLLABORATIONS: LESSONS LEARNED

Coordinated 
Efforts 

Between Host 
Museums

● Shared email address document

● Host informal, get-to-know-you meetings

● Schedule gatherings at conferences



SAVE THE DATE

Museum Social 
Impact Toolkit

– JUNE 2023 –

FREE



What does museum social 
impact mean to you?

How could you implement this work? 
What resources will you need?



Wrap Up

• Recording and slides available soon
• SAG meeting at AZA conference (Aug. 28 at 4 pm)
• Summary of SSRE-related sessions at AZA coming soon!
• Subscribe to The Human Dimension of Zoos and Aquariums
• Give us your feedback on this webinar

THANK YOU FOR COMING!


